Sci-Fri PM: Planning-03: Fundamental understanding of the inter-relation of arc range, angular dose rate and MLC leaf position optimization of Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy for a concave target.
Intensity Modulated Arc Therapy (IMAT) is a rotational variant of Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) that can be implemented with or without angular dose rate optimization. The purpose of this study is to determine the inter-relationship among arc range, Multi-Leaf Collimator (MLC) leaf positions and angular dose rate optimizations for IMAT delivery of a concave target. A concave planning target volume (PTV) with central cylindrical organ at risk (OAR) was used in dissecting the inter-relationships. Plans with full and limited arc range were generated using leaf position optimization (LPO) alone, angular dose rate optimization (ADRO) alone or LPO followed by ADRO. Two initial IMAT arcs were conformal avoidance arcs created with 5° angular increments where MLC leaf positions were determined from the beams eye view to irradiate the PTV but avoid the OAR. The objective function value (evaluating dose to PTV and OAR), a conformity index, dose homogeneity index, mean dose to OAR and normal tissues were computed and used to evaluate the treatment plans. Dose rate variations and MLC leaf movements as a function of gantry angle were examined in this approach. The results demonstrate that LPO followed by ADRO provided the lowest objective function values, best conformity and dose homogeneity indices, and third in mean dose to OAR and normal tissues for the complete arc range. Future work will address different strategies for simultaneously optimizing both the MLC leaf positions and the variable angular dose rate for IMAT delivery and compare single and multiple arc plans.